Clinical Complications of Iron Overload in Patients with Myelodysplastic Syndromes: a literature review
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Resumo

Myelodysplastic Syndromes (MDS) are a group of heterogeneous hematologic disorders characterized by bone marrow involvement. Iron overload is the result of multiple transfusions and high levels of apoptosis. Based on a literature review, ferritin was identified as an important marker of iron accumulation in organs such as liver, heart and pancreas in patients with MDS. Some studies also demonstrated that iron overload caused cell cycle arrest causing apoptosis and progression to leukemia, high levels of reactive oxygen species and low levels of HIF-1α, causing apoptosis, being related to the presence of cytopenia in MDS.
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Introduction

Myelodysplastic Syndromes (MDS) are a group of heterogeneous hematologic disorders characterized by compromised bone marrow function, ineffective hematopoiesis, cytopenias and increased risk of progression to Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). It is a disease that predominantly affects the elderly, although it can occur at any age [1,2].

MDS can be primary, that is, when it appears without a defined etiology, affecting mainly individuals over 60 years of age, or secondary with the appearance after exposure to chemotherapy agents, radiotherapy agents or autologous transplants [3]. According to the 2016 World Health Organization (WHO) Classification for hematopoietic and lymphoid tissue tumors, the categorization of MDS is based on the assessment of peripheral blood and bone marrow morphology, in addition to cytogenetic and molecular analysis. Its categories include MDS with single-lineage dysplasia, MDS with ringed sideroblasts, MDS with multiligneage dysplasia, SMD with excess blasts, MDS with isolated del (5q), and unclassifiable SMD [4].

The International Prognostic Scoring System (IPSS), its revision (IPSS-
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R) and the WHO Prognostic Scoring System (WPSS) are important standards for assessing the prognosis of adult patients with primary MDS not treated. Cytogenetic clusters are also valuable for prognosis and for refining features used in IPSS [5]. As a consequence of ineffective hematopoiesis, most patients with MDS (approximately 60% to 80%) have anemia, the main one being cytopenia and about 40% of these need transfusional support during the course of the disease [6].

Each unit of red blood cells for transfusion contains 200 to 250 mg of iron, which is released as red blood cells are cleared from the circulation. Prolonged exposure to transfusions makes MDS patients more susceptible to iron overload, evidenced by high levels of serum ferritin, and its clinical consequences, being strongly linked to decreased overall survival [7].

Excess iron increases the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), increasing oxidative stress and causing disturbances in the hematological niche, compromising hematopoiesis, in addition to oxidizing lipids, proteins and nucleic acids, resulting in apoptosis, cell death, tissue and organ damage, which if left untreated can lead to death [4,6].

Iron chelation therapy is a therapeutic option to prevent the possible complications associated with regularly transfused MDS patients, improving hemoglobin and reducing the need for transfusions, indicating that iron overload prevents erythropoiesis. However, the mechanisms by which this occurs are not fully understood [6,7]. Given this problem, the objective of this study is to evaluate, through a systematic review of the literature, the consequences of iron overload in patients with Myelodysplastic Syndromes, the main mechanisms and organs affected by it.

**Methodology**

A literature search was performed by consulting the following databases: Pubmed, Lilacs and Scielo. The keywords used were selected by listing the following combinations: “Myelodysplastic syndrome”, “Iron Overload”, and “Complications”.

The inclusion criteria used in this bibliographic search were: full text, written in Portuguese and English. The articles used were case-control studies, retrospective studies, bibliographic reviews and systematic reviews published between the years 2015 to 2018. From the totality of articles found, all those whose theme and objectives were not related were excluded.

**Results (Review)**

For systematic review, a search for descriptors in the databases was carried out, identifying 259 studies. Studies published in the last five years and studies only in humans were included, leaving 58 works. After reviewing the articles, 43 articles were excluded, two because they were
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written in Chinese and French, 26 because they were a literature review, 15 did not meet the objective of the study or fit some other exclusion criterion.

Of the 15 works that were read in full, 8 articles did not address the topic addressed and were excluded. After selecting the 7 articles, tables were formatted to present the results.

The selected studies reflect the relationship between iron overload in patients with MDS and its secondary complications. The distribution of studies included in the systematic review is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Distribution of studies included in the systematic review, published between 2015 and 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHOR/YEAR</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>COMPLICATIONS</th>
<th>IPSS SCORE</th>
<th>IRON CHELATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Du Y, et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Observational Monitoring of Patients with Aplastic Anemia and Low/Intermediate-1 Risk of Myelodysplastic Syndromes Complicated with Iron Overload</td>
<td>Iron deposits only in the liver (53.2%), in the heart (1.4%), in the liver and pancreas (21.7%), in the liver and heart (8.7%) and in the liver, heart and pancreas (10.1%)</td>
<td>Low risk/Intermediate-1</td>
<td>There was a significant decrease in serum ferritin when using deferasirox or deferoxamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng QQ, et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Iron overload promotes erythroid apoptosis through regulating HIF-1a/ROS signaling pathway in patients with myelodysplastic syndrome</td>
<td>Inhibition of cell viability, increased erythroid apoptosis by increasing levels of reactive oxygen species and decreasing HIF-1a, blocking the cell cycle and increasing levels of reactive oxygen species</td>
<td>Low risk/Intermediate-1; High risk/Intermediate-2</td>
<td>Reversed the effects caused by iron overload with the use of deferiprone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua Y, et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Iron overload may promote alteration of NK cells and hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells by JNK and P38 pathway in myelodysplastic syndromes</td>
<td>Decreased P38 expression in NK cells, cell cycle arrest, increased apoptosis; increased p38 expression in CD34 + cells; transformation into LMA</td>
<td>Very low risk; low; intermediary; high; very high</td>
<td>It reversed the effects of iron overload and extended life. It did not detail which chelator was used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waszczuk-Gajda, et al. (2016)</td>
<td>Red Blood Cell Transfusion Dependency and Hyperferritinemia are associated with Impaired Survival in Patients Diagnosed with Myelodysplastic Syndromes: Results from the First Polish MDS-PALG Registry</td>
<td>Elevated serum ferritin level and decreased overall survival</td>
<td>Low risk; Intermediate-1; Intermediate-2; high risk</td>
<td>No detailed usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remacha, et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Evolution of iron overload in patients with low-risk myelodysplastic syndrome: iron chelation therapy and organ complications</td>
<td>Elevated serum ferritin level, Cardiac complications (20.2%), Hepatic (11.4%), Endocrine (9.9%), Arthropathies (3.8%)</td>
<td>Low risk/Intermediate-1</td>
<td>Use of Deferasirox, Deferoxamine and Deferiprone. Decreased serum ferritin, increased survival free from</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The accumulation of iron in organs is a conditioning factor, mainly related to a decrease in overall survival. In our study, 43% of the reviewed studies had liver, cardiac, pancreatic or endocrine dysfunction, related to iron overload or the presence of deposits in these organs, and only one of them reported complications in joints.

Regarding cell viability, three studies (43%) showed that iron overload can cause cell cycle arrest, compromising the functioning of the marrow, contributing to cell apoptosis, especially erythrocytes.

Levels of reactive oxygen species were assessed by two studies that noted the increase associated with overload, as well as in cell cultures from MDS patients with stimulated iron overload.

Infections, mainly bacterial, are strongly linked to iron overload in MDS. Only one study reported that iron causes adverse effects on neutrophils, making them ineffective, contributing to an increased predisposition to infections.

The use of iron chelators such as deferasirox, deferoxamine and deferiprone proved to be efficient when used (71.4%). The treatment reduced serum ferritin, increased overall survival and survival without progression to leukemia, attenuated cardiac complications, decreased the risk of infection, improved cell viability and reduced ROS levels. Of the reviewed studies, 28.6% did not use chelators or did not detail how and which were used.

### Discussion and Conclusion

Anemia is a predictive factor for iron overload in MDS, being the most common cytopenia in the disease, being
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associated with the need for transfusions in low-risk patients, corroborating with the accumulation of iron [6]. All studies reviewed included the follow-up of low-risk patients, reinforcing the relationship between anemia and transfusional iron overload in this group.

According to Gattermann [2], transfusion dependence is linked to decreased survival, being the most important cause of iron overload in MDS. However, overload begins before transfusion dependence, as ineffective erythropoiesis suppresses hepcidin production in the liver, leading to unrestricted intestinal iron uptake [8].

Iron overload associated with transfusion dependence on red blood cells is an accentuated factor for the risk of cardiac failure and death, as well as liver disease and a higher prevalence of diabetes mellitus, than patients not dependent on transfusion [9,10].

The accumulation of iron in organs of patients with MDS is a finding present in the disease, with the liver, heart and pancreas being the most affected organs [7,11].

Increased cell death and apoptosis also occurred in the heart, liver and endocrine organs, due to the accumulation of these toxic iron species, causing damage not only to solid organs but also to the immune system and bone marrow, increasing the risk of progression to AML, as well as decreased survival [9,10].

Cell cycle blockage due to iron overload was pointed out in the work of Zheng [12] and Hua [13].

Hua et al. [13] described that in NK cells there is a decrease in the expression of p38, which increases apoptosis through the increased expression of JNK, an apoptosis regulatory protein. This compromises the innate immunity, as well as the overexpression of p38 in CD34+ cells in environments with iron overload, which decreases the apoptosis of these cells, leading to an increase in blast cells in the bone marrow and the progression of the disease to AML.

A systematic modeling study showed similar results, showing that both normal and MDS samples undergo apoptosis induced by TNF-a due to the activation of p38 and JNK. Activated p38 MAPK and JNK phosphorylate three types of proteins including BCL-XL, p53, and c-Jun, which lead to apoptosis of these cells [14].

Similarly, in CD34+ and CD38 immature hematopoietic progenitor cells, BCL-XL, an anti-apoptotic protein, was minimally expressed in MDS marrow due to p38 MAPK overactivation with increased apoptosis and ineffective hematopoiesis [14].

The accumulation of free iron was responsible for the increase in ROS levels, causing an increase in erythroid apoptosis, through the low expression of HIF-1a, an important transcription factor in the regulation of the response to cellular hypoxia [12].
On the other hand, overexpression of HIF-1a reduced pro-apoptotic proteins and elevated anti-apoptotic proteins in models of iron overload of SKM-1/K562 cells, demonstrating that overload can stimulate the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway, through the pathway of HIF-1a/ROS signaling, triggering the mitochondrial dependent apoptotic pathway, in MDS patients, demonstrating that the HIF-1a/ROS signaling pathway is involved in damage-mediated iron overload [12]. In the study by Meng [15], carried out with mice exposed to benzene, it was possible to observe significantly increased ROS levels and decreased HIF-1a protein levels in the bone marrow.

The accumulation of iron generates high levels of ROS, resulting in damage to solid organs, immune system, bone marrow and decreased survival in individuals with MDS [10]. Shenoy et al. [6] reported that the oxidation of lipids, proteins and nucleic acids due to high levels of ROS associated with iron overload results in premature apoptosis, cell death, tissue and organ damage such as liver cirrhosis, diabetes and cardiomyopathy, these complications can lead to death if not treated.

De Souza et al. [16] evaluated ROS concentrations by measuring malondialdehyde (MDA), an indicator of lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress. Elevated ROS level was correlated with decreased survival and leukemic progression.

Among other complications, overload can make patients more susceptible to infections, especially bacterial, which according to Pagano [17] and Shammo; Komrokji [10] is due to the direct effect of iron on bacterial and fungal growth, functioning as a source of nutrients, associated with the neutropenia present in most MDS patients.

The infections present in patients with MDS are related not only to neutropenia, but also due to dysfunctions of these cells in relation to differentiation in the multipotent stem cell compartment. These dysfunctions can lead to several defects in adherence, migration and diapedesis, deficit in chemotaxis, reduced activity of granular neutrophil enzymes [17].

In addition, excess iron can damage the mucosa, compromising innate immunity, generating natural resistance to infection, inhibition of cytokines responsible for the immune response, formation of nitric oxide and impairment of macrophage, neutrophil and T cell functions [10,17].

Diagnosis of iron overload in MDS is usually performed by measuring serum ferritin, as this is a widely available and inexpensive methodology. However, as it is an acute phase protein, other tests must be evaluated together, as it is high in infections, inflammatory processes and malignancies. Therefore, concomitant C-
reactive protein dosage is recommended [2].

Other methods of assessment and diagnosis can be used in the determination of iron overload, such as serum hepcidin and T2* magnetic resonance, the latter being considered the gold standard for the assessment of iron in the myocardium and liver, being able to quickly assess the content of iron in these organs and their functional parameters [18].

Serum ferritin was the most used marker in the studies reviewed for monitoring iron overload and its relationship with the decrease in survival shown in our study.

Iron chelation therapy was used in most of the studies reviewed, which demonstrates its great efficacy in patients with low IPSS prognostic risk. The medications used (Table 1) had a positive effect on reducing serum ferritin, and consequently on the other problems caused by the accumulation of iron, reversing them in most cases.

Transfusion history is an important indicator of iron overload, as the number of transfusions a patient receives will help in decisions about starting chelation therapy [2].

Patients on chelation therapy using deferoxamine and/or deferasirox had superior survival with increasing duration of treatment as well as increased survival without leukemia [19].

Transfusion-dependent MDS patients showed reduced serum ferritin levels and laterally reduced ALT and AST levels using the iron chelator deferasirox, making 11% of patients transfusion-independent [20].

On the other hand, adverse effects from the use of chelators can be an inconvenience. Granulocytopenia was reported as the most serious, limiting the use of deferiprone in the treatment of iron overload in patients with MDS, and deferoxamine, given parenterally, becomes inconvenient, negatively impacting the benefit, causing injection site reactions, ocular toxicity that requires monitoring [6], being contraindicated in patients with severe kidney disease, as its main delivery route is through the kidneys [21].

With the use of deferasirox, rash and increased serum creatinine, gastrointestinal toxicities including flatulence, diarrhea, loss of appetite and aversion to food, frequent symptoms resulting in discontinuation of chelation therapy, have been reported [21].

However, despite the adverse effects, there is evidence that iron chelation therapies may confer clinical benefit on patients at lower IPSS risk with MDS [6,19].

Due to the number of studies included in this review, we highlight the difficulty in recovering studies that address the consequences of iron overload in MDS, as most of those in the literature focus on the effectiveness of iron chelators in the treatment, failing to
evaluate problems secondary to overload.

Given the above, we conclude that the main cause of iron overload in MDS is multiple red cell transfusions and its complications mainly involve decreased survival, disease progression to leukemia, cell cycle arrest contributing to cytopenias and infections, elevation in the level of species reactive oxygen, as well as organ dysfunction and endocrine problems.

Chelating therapy is effective when used in low-risk patients, decreasing the consequences of overload, improving patient clinic, and increasing leukemia-free survival. There is a need for further work to assess the consequences of iron overload for a better management of patients with MDS.
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